
                                                               
 

Drifter Class Sailing  Instructions :   
50th Anniversary Regatta – The Drifter Class - 28th June 

 
As part of the DMYC 50th celebrations and in honour of the founding members who just loved to  
“mess about in boats” we are having a Drifter Class event on Sunday 28th June. 
 
Event will consist of any floating vessel (yacht, rib, kayak, motor boat etc.) going out of the harbour on 
Sunday 28th for at least one hour and returning to the DMYC Commodore the time spent out of the harbour. 
Whoever gets closest to the time written down by the Commodore (the night before and lodged with the Hon 
Sec.) will be awarded the prize – a Dublin Crystal engraved decanter. The Commodores decision is final! 
 
So, on an honour basis, a skipper logs the time going out between the two lighthouses and also the time 
returning to the same spot. The difference between these two times is the duration! Simple! 
The cost is €10 per entry (you can go in and out of the harbour for as many times as you like on the 28th  
June as long it is at least 1hour). Please see the attached entry sheet. 
 
The idea is to have a little fun on the water and then come back to the club for the prize giving about 16.00 
hrs. 
 
See you on the water! 

____________________________________________________ 
 
ENTRY FORM 
 

Vessel Name or type (e.g. 
SUP ) 

 

Skipper / Operator  

Time out  (e.g. 11.45hrs)  

Time in (e.g 13.05 hrs)  

Duration : (e.g. 1hr 20mins)  

 
I wish to enter my ‘vessel /craft/ device, in the DMYC 50th Anniversary Regatta and I agree to be bound by 
the,the Notice of Race and the Sailing Instructions.  I accept that the participation of the boat in the Regatta is 
at my sole and exclusive risk in every respect.  By this entry I indemnify the DMYC, its trustees, officers, 
members, servants, agents and sponsors in respect of all claims and demands in connection with the 
participation or intended participation of the craft/ vessel/ device/ boat in the Series, and I acknowledge that 
the DMYC, its trustees, officers, members, servants, agents and sponsors accept no responsibility in respect 
of loss of life, personal injury or loss or damage to persons or to property that I or any other person may 
sustain by reason of the participation or intended participation of the boat in the Series.  I confirm that I carry 
adequate valid insurance for Third Party liability to cover my liability and my crew’s liability in connection with 
our participation in the DMYC 50th Anniversary Regatta for 2015. 
 
Signed (Owner) : ………………………………………….. 

 


